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Abstract
Medicines have been in use ever since the mankind’s craze for chemicals drew attention in historic times. The very first use of

chemicals was via observation and use of toxins to kill the prey for human himself. Then through series of observations and hit - trial

basis man found some medicines from plant source as effective healing moiety. As the times went by, and civilization grew, the man’s
fascination for drugs and chemicals also went up high. Plant medicines in current age are attracting the minds of scientist and multi-

billion dollar research establishments worldwide. Reason being, the drugs and medicines from plants have either No- side effects or
have least side effects. This is the reason being for selecting Annona species in this paper, as it’s still less researched upon and has
huge medicinal usage for the betterment of mankind.
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Plant medicines have been in use ever since the man’s fascination for plants and chemicals use from them drew his attention in the past

historic times. Plant medicines do have advantage over the conventional synthetic sources of drugs. The main reason being is that, Plant

medicines, and phytochemicals (Chemicals extracted from plant parts), have either no or least side effects. This is the reason being, that,
plant medicines research has attracted huge attention from scholars and researchers across the globe [1].

The plant selected to be written here, is the Annona species. Annona species are having tall trees, and its fruits are used widely for

domestic and commercial purposes. Presently the use of Annona species and its fruits have attracted the minds of pharmaceutical
scientists, as they have been explored to have the phytochemicals, such as, tannins, coumarins, terpenoids, flavonoids, etc.

Researches have established, Anti-oxidant and Anti-cancer activities in parts and whole plant of Annona species. Having anti-oxidant

activity is highly interesting and beneficial per se. Reason; the property of having killing of free radicals property can be helpful as all
major diseases have free radicals targeting normal cell lines causing cell injury and later a disease [2].

As we know the pathophysiology of a disease (the science which tells how and where the disease occurs), we can readily seek help

of finding pharmacology of plant of Annona species and can develop targeted lead compounds which can later be formed into drugs or
medicines to cure the particular disease [3,4].

Annona species having anti-cancer activity is highly an interesting aspect, as it would have no side effects over the patient and the

cancer treatment can be carried out efficiently as well as effectively without bothering about the side effects it possesses for the patient
itself [5].
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Plant medicines and chemicals extracted from them, known as phytochemicals, are indeed promising lead compounds for drug

research. As authors we would like to emphasise that more and more research shall be conducted on plant medicines and they shall be
brought under main stream drug research, reason being they have no side effects compared to conventional synthetic compounds.
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